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Much of our existing theory and methods in ecology assume that ecological systems are at
equilibrium in space and time—that is, either environmental variation is assumed to be stationary
or biological responses to fluctuating environments are assumed to be stable over large spatial and
temporal scales. This assumption of equilibrium in ecology has led to common expectations that
limited geographical areas or snapshots in time might provide sufficient knowledge to predict the
larger-scale behavior of ecological systems. For instance, species distribution models (SDMs) are
a commonly used tool to predict species’ distributional shifts into new areas or new time periods
from a spatiotemporally limited set of species’ occurrences (Elith and Leathwick, 2009). Similarly,
species-area relationships (SARs) have been widely used to extrapolate the rate of species extinction
from habitat loss over areas much larger than those observed (Harte et al., 2009).
Accumulating evidence from both the paleo and modern records indicate that ecological systems
rarely approach such perceived states of equilibrium (Svenning and Sandel, 2013; Rominger et al.,
2016) and, consequently, that methods like SDMs and SARs often lead to misleading predictions
(Smith, 2010; Yates et al., 2018). As we prepare to manage for change in the Anthropocene—an
era characterized by the large-scale human modification of ecological systems—assumptions of
ecological equilibrium hinder our ability to predict likely ecological responses over large spatial and
temporal scales. As a result, incorporating non-equilibrium processes within ecological theories and
methods has become crucial and timely, though it remains poorly recognized.
The collection of four papers in this Research Topic indicates that incorporating nonequilibrium in ecology will benefit from a three-pronged approach. Firstly, addressing nonequilibrium in ecology fundamentally requires understanding how empirical patterns in ecology
vary as a function of spatial and temporal scale. Large quantities of data spanning continents and
millennia from fossil deposits, museum specimens, ecological surveys, citizen science observations,
remote sensing and next-generation sequencing are now openly available in online repositories.
Gaüzère et al. and Sandel both take advantage of some of these big datasets to assess the
degree of non-equilibrium in observed community responses to climate change. Gaüzère et al.
describe the pattern of deviation between community-inferred climate values—the average niche
temperature value of all species composing a community at a given time—and observed climate
values over time and at multiple sites for plant communities during the Late Quaternary and
bird communities during modern climate warming in North America. Doing so, they find that
non-equilibrium responses to climate change, such as lagged responses and alternate states,
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are at least as common as equilibrium dynamics. Using the
same bird data as Gaüzère et al., together with data on North
American trees, Sandel compares the strength of the spatial and
temporal relationships between the functional composition of
species assemblages and mean annual temperature and annual
precipitation. A key aspect of this approach is to vary the window
of time over which climate predictors are calculated, from the
previous one to ten years. Via this approach, Sandel finds that
using 5- or 10-year averages of climate frequently increases the
explanatory power of the climate trend compared to 1-year
averages, particularly in birds. The analyses of Gaüzère et al.
and Sandel show that this new wealth of large-scale ecological
data, coupled with fundamental advances in the analytical ability
to model such information and account for biases in each
datum type (Rapacciuolo and Blois, 2019), now enable tackling
questions about scale that had traditionally proved a challenge
for ecologists. Sustained progress in this direction will require
increasing integration among empirical approaches and data
types—particularly between deep- and near-time approaches
(Price and Schmitz, 2016; Pearse et al., 2018).
Secondly, in parallel with empirical approaches, nonequilibrium ecology will undoubtedly benefit from an increased
focus on mechanistic, process-based models and simulations that
explicitly test for the effects of different kinds of non-equilibrium
dynamics on virtual ecological systems. In a perfect example of
this, Chesson and Yang make a key advance to non-equilibrium
ecology theory by providing a roadmap to modeling fluid
populations—populations dispersing on a landscape undergoing
non-stationary environmental change. Their new model extends
the asymptotic environmentally determined trajectory (AEDT)
theory (Chesson, 2017) to spatially structured populations.
The AEDT is based on the assumption that, instead of
approaching a fixed equilibrium value or a stationary distribution
of fluctuations, a population process approaches a limiting
trajectory, which depends on the past sequence of environmental
states and the biology of the system. The model presented
by Chesson and Yang moves us closer to understanding the
behavior of populations whose parameters are both spatially
and temporally varying functions. Going forward, some of the
most compelling understanding of non-equilibrium processes in
ecology is likely to emerge from the comparison of simulation
outputs such as those of Chesson and Yang with empirical data
across a range of model systems.
Thirdly, Newman reminds us that there is no need to
reinvent the wheel because sub-disciplines of ecology, as well

as other scientific disciplines, have been grappling with issues
of scale dependence and non-equilibrium for a long time. One
discipline that is poised to provide invaluable insights into the
responses of ecological communities to climate perturbations is
disturbance ecology, because it directly studies dynamics and
processes that both influence and respond to environmental
heterogeneity over space and time. Based on this premise,
Newman revisits some of the central themes of disturbance
ecology in the context of the Anthropocene. A particularly
useful concept in thinking about non-equilibrium is the idea
that there is a useable reference period for the historical
range of variability of disturbance regimes, such that we can
distinguish somewhat normal patterns from “large, infrequent
disturbances” that fall outside of two standard deviations for
size, intensity, or other metrics of the historical disturbance
regime. These events are likely to have disproportionate
effects on assemblage composition in both the short and
long term.
The new challenges the Anthropocene poses for ecological
systems require us to pay increasing attention toward nonequilibrium processes in ecology. The collection of four papers
in this Research Topic provide key contributions to the body of
theory and methods necessary to incorporate non-equilibrium
processes in ecology and a roadmap for advancing nonequilibrium ecology in the future.
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